
Yoga worry away journal

The lotus flower represents gentle strength in the midst of turmoil.   Colour in the 
petal’s or circle the words of the six bodies of yoga of where you feel at ease.  
Notice the petals where you have not coloured and begin to think of how you can 
bring more awareness to.  This is can help bring in awareness of each body and 
also very helpful to journal on.  You can also change this to have any meaning you 
wish. 

• Physical:  How do you feel Physically? 
• Emotional:  Is there one emotion that you feel stuck in?  (Joy, Anger, Sadness, Fear, 

Envy) 
• Energetic:  Are you feeling energetic? 
• Cognitive:  How are your thoughts?  Are you stuck in habitual negative thoughts? 
• Intellectual:  Did you learn something new about yourself or others today? 
• Spiritual:  This can be your own mean of spirit.  (Mine is how I feel intuitively) 
• Peaceful:  Are you finding time to feel peaceful? 
 

One hand on the beauty of the world,
One hand on the suffering of all beings,

And two feet grounded in the present moment.
~Tibetan Poem~
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Yoga worry away journal

 

Todays Date: _______________________________	 Place: _______________________ 

I feel this way because ….. ( write about which petal stands out to you the 
most or all of the petals!  Or think of the lotus story in manual.  When 
things feel like you are in muddy or murky thought can you find a way to 
find the lightness?) 

One small action I can do today is …… (Small actions enable us to begin 
planning towards bringing in more awareness) 

This would make me feel better because ….. (are you able to easily able to 
accomplish this action?) 

Today I am grateful for…	  (EG: I am grateful for my new pup Izzy who is 
cuddling me on the couch right now.)	 	 	 	 	  

I intend to let go of…. (Letting go can be tough and work!  By intending to 
let go or surrender we can work towards this) 
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One thing I really want more of in my life is…(It is ok to want things in our 
lives, we do so much for others.  Now think of your wants.) 

Today my mantra is: (EG:  “The answers are within me. ‘  I embrace myself 
exactly how I am in this moment.”) 

Other thoughts:  (Free right anything that arises.  Write about your 
meditation experience, yoga or anything that you want to download.)
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